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Item 3.  FUTURE MEMBERSHIP OF ENPAA AND THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT      
ASSOCIATION 

 
1.  Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1  The purpose of the report is to seek a decision from members on the future 

membership of The English National Park Authorities Association, ENPAA, (now 
National Parks England) and the Local Government Association (LGA) 

2.  Recommendations 

2.1  The Authority is recommended to: 
a) Confirm future membership of the English National Park Authorities Association  
b) Confirm a decision on future membership of the Local Government Association in 

accordance with the proposals set out in paragraph 7 of this report. 
 

3.  Implications 
 
3.1 Financial 

a) If the Authority agrees to remain a member of ENPAA there will be a net deficit of 
£9,400 and an ongoing deficit of £5,000 against the original target set in the four year 
budget plan 2011/12 – 2014/15. The budget was revised in April 2012 and assumes 
membership of ENPAA continues, therefore if the Authority decides to cease 
membership there will be a decrease in the net budget requirement of £17,900 per 
annum from 2013/14 onwards.  

b) If the Authority agrees to rejoining the LGA under the ENPAA proposal there will 
be an additional net deficit of £3,300 in the budget plan to March 2015 and an 
additional ongoing deficit of £1,650.  If the Authority decides not to rejoin the LGA 
there will be no impact on the budget plan as withdrawal from LGA is already built 
into the budget plan.  

3.2 Equality 

 There are no equalities implications arising from this report. 

4.  Background  
 
4.1 ENPAA was established in 2006 as a representative association for national parks in 

England.  It is formally constituted as a company limited by guarantee and the Chairs 
of the 10 English National Parks are the Directors of the Company. 

 
4.2 ENPAA’s roles as agreed by the Directors are: 

 
a) Positioning National Park Authorities (NPAs) with Defra and other Government 

Departments; 

b) Collective action and acting as a spokesperson for all NPAs with external 
partners and audiences; 

c) Acting as a single point of contact for external audiences and partners; 

d) Internal development, governance and administration. 
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4.3  It’s aims are: 

 To promote, support and further the interests and policies of the NPAs; 

 To represent and express the opinions of the NPAs members at all levels;  

 To act as a forum to facilitate debate about matters of common concern to 
NPAs; 

 To provide information to the public, decision makers and others on the 
activities of NPAs and any issues of relevance; 

 To establish and maintain links with other organisations and partners whose 
activities are relevant to NPAs; and 

 To work alongside other Associations representing NPAs elsewhere across 
the UK in order to achieve mutual objectives in the interests of all National 
Park Authorities in the United Kingdom. 

4.4  An overarching aim of ENPAA is to work with NPAs to deliver the shared vision for 
English National Parks published in the National Parks Circular and Vision 2010. 

5. Membership of ENPAA 

5.1  All 10 National Park Authorities in England are members of ENPAA.  In June 2011 
Northumberland National Park Authority (NNPA) decided to serve notice on ENPAA 
pending the outcome of an internal review of its costs and operations.  In December 
2011 members received a report on the ENPAA review and resolved to continue to 
serve notice on ENPAA from 1st April 2012 and to defer the final decision on future 
membership until the Authority is clearer on the overall achievement of its budget 
reduction targets. 

5.2  Subscriptions to ENPAA for each of the 10 National Park Authorities for 2012/13 are 
£17,900.  These subscriptions account for the vast majority of ENPAA income.  In 
October 2011 the ENPAA Directors agreed a 5% reduction in subscription which was 
implemented from 1st April 2012 and subscriptions will remain fixed until March 2015.  
In addition to subscription fees there is an additional annual cost of approximately 
£1,000 for Chairman, Chief Executive and Officers, travel and accommodation in 
attending meetings. 

5.3  In establishing the four year budget reduction plan the Authority set a target of 30% 
reduction in ENPAA subscriptions in the period to March 2015.  This is clearly not 
being achieved through the 5% reduction agreed, and whilst the NNPA Chair voted 
against this level of budget reduction it was agreed by the vast majority of ENPAA 
Directors. 

5.4  The overall budget reduction targets for the Authority are largely on track, with all the 
staff and other cost savings due to be achieved in the next month.  There has, 
however, been an under-achievement on some of the stretching income targets set 
at the beginning of the Authority’s medium term budget plan.  In particular, income 
from leasing office space at Eastburn has not been fully realised and income from 
other premises is also yet to be realised.  Income at visitor centres and car parks has 
fallen and there has been a small increase in the agreed staff costs due to re-
grading.  These increases have largely been offset by greater achievement of cost 
savings through service level agreements, a staff pay freeze, and savings on travel 
costs through the use of efficient pool cars amongst many others. The overall effect 
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has been to increase the planned budget deficit at March 2015 from £152,000 deficit 
when the new structure and staff appointments were confirmed (Budget Plan Update 
June 2011) to a predicted £156,000 as reported in Item 6 on this Agenda. Both 
figures include the £100,000 per annum funding of the next business plan, where the 
intention has always been to cover this from the balance on reserves. The level of 
unallocated reserves over the same period have risen by £625,000 from £456,000 to 
£1,081,000, and that is after allocating some £315,000 of additional earmarked 
reserves at April 2012. The £156,000 predicted deficit at March 2015 assumes that 
membership of ENPAA is retained. 

6. The Value of ENPAA 

6.1  ENPAA plays an important representative role for the collective views of the English 
National Parks.  If ENPAA did not exist a greater burden would fall on the members 
and officers of individual national park authorities. The precise cost of this burden is 
difficult to assess as it is often driven by events, nevertheless as well as cost, it is 
important to consider the capacity of this Authority to engage across all areas given 
our reduced management resources. Collective action and views also carry greater 
weight. 

6.2  ENPAA, through its officers and representatives from National Park Authorities, have 
built a wide and trusted network of relationships with Government departments, 
Ministers and partner organisations.  This collective approach enables a much wider 
range of contacts and understanding than could be achieved by single Authorities 
working on their own.   

6.3  Annex 1 sets out some examples of the ways in which individual national park 
authorities benefit from membership of ENPAA.  Notable examples of such work 
include relationships with Steve Quartermain, Chief Planner, Department for 
Communities and Local Government (DCLG), regular meetings between the NPA 
Chairs and Defra Ministers, regular meetings and a shared outcomes agreement with 
senior board members and officials at Natural England. 

6.4  Whilst collective action through ENPAA does require time and commitment to lead on 
some areas of its work by the Chairman, the Chief Executive and other staff, it does 
afford greater access and action than might otherwise be available to a single 
national park authority. ENPAA supports a number of professional working groups 
which allow for joint working and sharing of experiences by officers dealing with 
similar matters in different parks.  Such groups include planning, historic 
environment, tourism, biodiversity, and farming and land management. 

6.5  As well as sharing experiences, these groups play an important role in developing 
collective responses to key policy matters and supporting the collective roles of 
Chairs and Chief Executives.  Each national park is different and has different needs 
and pressures. The unique value which NNPA involvement in ENPAA brings to 
collective discussions is the perspective from one of England’s’ most remote upland 
areas. The contribution of NNPA often brings a unique perspective which balances 
the view of other English national parks and ensures that these views are 
represented to government within an overall agreed collective voice. This in turn 
allows NNPA to fulfil its role as agreed within the National Park Management Plan of 
being an effective advocate for the national park, its communities and visitors. Such 
balance could be lost without the NNPA input to collective views of ENPAA and it is 
unlikely that a lone voice would be sufficiently heard to achieve such balance. 

6.6  These groups are also valuable in supporting the information gathering, insight, 
forward planning and personal development of specialist officers. Whilst it is likely 
that the NNPA could contribute to be members of many of these groups without 
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membership of ENPAA, as many of them are UK wide groups, it is the contribution to 
English policy matters which would be lost. 

6.7  ENPAA also creates the opportunity for the Chair, the Chief Executive and other staff 
to share experiences with their peers.  ENPAA Chairs regularly discuss key emerging 
policy and operational matters, and have the opportunity to share their emerging and 
agreed positions with Government and partners.  The Chief Executive meets 
regularly, with the support of ENPAA, with colleagues at the English National Park 
Officers Group.  This allows for sharing of ideas, awareness of new and emerging 
opportunities and challenges, and for agreeing how the wider policy workload can be 
shared among National Park Officers (NPOs).  Each year NPOs also hold an Away 
Day which allows time for reflection, personal development and support, and for 
devising approaches to new and emerging challenges.  The authority is committed to 
supporting its staff and to developing excellence and it is the view of specialist staff 
that their personal development would be negatively impacted without the opportunity 
to network and contribute to detailed policy matters. 

6.8  Whilst it is not possible to put a precise value on these joint working and collective 
approaches, when considered in the context of overall staff training and development 
and the time saved on policy matters, it is considered to offer significant value to the 
Authority for the level of investment made. 

6.9  It is the view of the Chairman and the Chief Executive, and the view of many of our 
specialist officers, that our jobs would be more difficult and would require a much 
greater investment of time in having our concerns raised at a national level, should 
the Authority not be members of ENPAA.  

7. Membership of the Local Government Association (LGA) 

7.1 As part of its agreed budget reduction proposals in 2011, the Authority agreed to 
withdraw from membership of the LGA.  The Authority’s view was that little or no 
value was being achieved for the cost of membership.  The Authority was required to 
serve a notice period which has resulted in our membership not expiring until 31st 
March 2013.  The cost of LGA membership for 2012/13 is £1,956. 

7.2 Following the decision of this and another National Park Authority, to withdraw from 
LGA membership, and given that some newer NPAs are not members of the LGA, 
the LGA has approached ENPAA with a proposal for all NPAs to become members 
through one corporate membership scheme, and for ENPAA’s London offices to be 
hosted at Local Government House. 

7.3 The LGA are seeking a subscription of £16,500 per annum for a three year period, 
starting in April 2013, with the offer of office hosting at an annual cost of £15,000 (at 
cost) being conditional upon the agreement of a single corporate members for NPAs. 
As the cost of office accommodation is provided for within the ENPAA subscription, 
the cost of corporate membership of LGA to the Authority would be £1,650. 

7.4 The LGA are keen to progress this proposal.  In October 2012, ENPAA Directors 
were asked to approve the proposal and commit the funding of £1,650 each for the 
next three years.  Northumberland was unable to make this commitment given our 
previous decisions to serve notice on ENPAA and withdraw from membership of the 
LGA.  The Chairman of the Authority undertook to seek a decision from the Authority 
in December, and ENPAA is awaiting our decision. 

7.5 The Authority’s decision to withdraw from LGA due to there being little activity with 
LGA or benefits received.  The LGA accept that the links with the National Park 
Authority have loosened in recent years.  However, it is proposed that the Authority 
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could benefit from the information, services and facilities available from the LGA.  
This could be further enhanced by the political and governance support (to National 
Park Authorities and their members) which can be provided by the LGA. 

7.6 Services would include: 

 access to all general membership services provided by the LGA, including 
restricted areas of the website; 

 participation for all NPAs in the LGA’s Rural Commission; 

 meeting and modern video conferencing facilities in Local Government House for 
meetings of ENPAA and other National Park related activities (though 
compatibility with the JANET system used by NPAs is being explored) and access 
to the LGA’s in house conference centre; 

 use of Open Council, member facilities and IT access for informal meetings and 
conversations in a building adjacent to Defra Headquarters at Nobel House, Smith 
Square; 

 access to peer support, training and other development services organised by the 
LGA for members and officers; 

 articles and promotions in ‘First’ – available online and posted to members of all 
authorities every fortnight – and in other LGA publications; and 

 direct access to the LGA’s Environment Board and other Boards, the LGA 
Executive of Office Holders and other senior councillors from across the country. 

 

7.7 It is considered that there is potential to derive benefit from the above services, and 
from the security offered to ENPAA by the proposed office hosting arrangements. All 
of this is however subject to all 10 English National Park Authorities agreeing to 
corporate membership of LGA, and the proposal therefore needs to be considered in 
this context. 

8. Conclusion  

8.1 The Authority has served notice to withdraw from membership of the LGA and 
ENPAA.  The proposal from the LGA for corporate membership for NPAs requires 
the Authority to take a decision now on how it proceeds with the membership of both 
bodies. 

8.2 The decision on membership of both ENPAA and the LGA are not, however, inter-
dependent, with the Authority still being in a position to be members of either 
organisation, neither, or both. 

8.3 The financial implications of the Authority’s decision on membership are set out in 
paragraph 3.1 above.  Should the Authority decide to proceed with withdrawing 
membership from the LGA no further action will be required.  If the Authority decides 
to confirm withdrawal of membership of ENPAA then consideration of how future 
partnership working with key partners and government departments will need to be 
considered and agreed. 

8.4 Members are recommended to confirm decisions on future membership of ENPAA 
and the LGA. 

 
Contact Officer: 
For further information contact the Chief Executive (National Park Officer) on 01434     
611514 or e-mail:   tony.gates@nnpa.org.uk 
 

mailto:tony.gates@nnpa.org.uk
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Background papers  
UK Association of National Park Authorities (UK ANPA) and English National Park 
Authorities Association (ENPAA) Reviews, Report to NNPA: 14 December 20111 


